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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new deﬁnition of the language generated by a splicing system, motivated by both biochemical and
mathematical considerations. The main feature of the new deﬁnition is that by applying a splicing rule, we not only create new
strings, but also allow for the removal of the strings entering the rule. This behaviour seems to correspond better to biochemical
reality and is in fact used as a tool in several experimental DNA computations. We show that using this new deﬁnition, ﬁnite extended
H systems can generate all recursively enumerable languages. Even a weaker version of these H systems, deﬁned using the new
notion of delay, is shown to be strictly more powerful than H systems deﬁned in the traditional way.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The splicing operation is a formal model of recombination of DNA molecules induced by restriction enzymes,
introduced by Tom Head [4]. In many cases these DNA recombination operations are reﬂexive, that is, the original
molecules will be among the result of the operation. However, this is not necessarily always the case. In some reactions,
all original molecules disappear and only newly created molecules remain. This is for instance the case when two
restriction enzymes with so-called compatible cohesive ends are used. These are restriction enzymes which cut at
different sites, but leave identical sticky ends. When fragments created by such enzymes are recombined, the resulting
strands cannot be cut by either enzyme. Reactions of this type are widely used, both in molecular computing and in
molecular biology. Head [5] reports the experimental veriﬁcation of the behaviour described above.
Theoretical splicing is an operation on formal languages which can be used to deﬁne computational systems. We will
use the deﬁnitions and notations used in [11]. The basis of such systems is a splicing scheme, which is a pair formed by
an alphabet and a set of splicing rules. A splicing scheme is said to be reﬂexive if for every splicing rule u1#u2$u3#u4
the set of rules also contains u1#u2$u1#u2 and u3#u4$u3#u4. So applying the splicing rules will also yield the original
strings.
However, in the usual deﬁnition of the evolution of a splicing and the language it generates, reﬂexivity is already
assumed. As we will see, by deﬁnition after a step of rule application we maintain all original strings. All strings present
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are preserved and are part of the generated language of the system. This is true regardless of whether the underlying
splicing scheme is reﬂexive. We propose a new deﬁnition, where reﬂexivity is induced by the splicing scheme and
we also allow for possible non-reﬂexive behaviour like in biochemical recombinations. To avoid confusion with other
work dealing with reﬂexive splicing systems meant as traditionally deﬁned H systems with a reﬂexive splicing scheme
(for instance [1,6]) we will call our systems non-reﬂexively evolving.
In a way, the splicing language as it is traditionally deﬁned contains all strings that occur at some time in the
computation. However, as we have seen, in biochemical splicing it is usual that molecules disappear in the course of
the reaction. Furthermore, if we look at a typical scenario of a molecular computation, they contain a detection phase in
which the presence of a given molecule is checked. In these computations, enough time is left for the reaction to run to
completion, after which the presence of solutions is checked. In this way, none of the possible intermediate molecules
is part of the detected solutions. This suggests a different deﬁnition of the language generated by a splicing system: the
language contains all strings that can be effectively detected. In fact, the possibility of certain molecules to disappear in
the course of the computation is employed as a technique in some theoretical and experimental molecular algorithms,
for instance [13,7], based on the irreﬂexivity and irreversibility of some chemical operations.
For formal systems, this leads to a language deﬁnition in which all strings that disappear in the course of the
computation are not considered to be part of the language. This new view also affects the derivations in the systems.
In the usual deﬁnition of splicing systems, all strings generated at some point can enter a splicing rule at all moments
after that point. If we allow strings entering a rule to disappear in the course of the computation, this also means that
after this point those strings cannot enter splicing rules. So, to formalise the considerations above, we do not only need
a new deﬁnition of the language, but also a new deﬁnition of the possible derivations in a splicing system.
The existence of non-reﬂexive biochemical splicing operationswas already observed byTomHead [5]. He introduced
the notions of adult splicing language and limit language. The adult splicing language contains all molecules that cannot
be cut by any restriction enzyme. The limit language contains all strings present ‘at equilibrium’. Goode and Pixton
[2] proposed a more precise deﬁnition of this concept. Their deﬁnition tries to model the dynamic behaviour of a
biochemical splicing system. We stay closer to the formal deﬁnitions of splicing, trying to ﬁnd a deﬁnition which is a
generalisation of the usual deﬁnition, in the sense that if the underlying splicing scheme is reﬂexive, the deﬁnitions will
coincide. This also points to a more mathematical motivation to consider a new deﬁnition; in the formal model, no a
priori restrictions are imposed on the splicing scheme. However, the language deﬁnition imposes a reﬂexive behaviour
on the splicing systems. We feel that, in addition to the biochemical considerations outlined above, that dropping this
feature is also more consistent with the in principle unrestricted nature of the formal splicing operation.
It should be noted here that there already exist deﬁnitions of splicing systems in which strings disappear in the course
of computation. For instance, the H systems studied by Harju and Margenstern [3] discard all strings not used at a
step. This deﬁnition corresponds in fact to time-varying H systems of degree 1, known to be computationally complete
(see [10]), modulo a terminal alphabet. Also, Verlan and Margenstern [15] consider splicing membrane systems with
one membrane, where different possibilities of the result of sending a string out of the membrane are studied. After
formulating our deﬁnition, we will discuss the similarities and differences between these systems and the ones deﬁned
here.
After a reviewof the basic deﬁnitions,we propose a newdeﬁnition of a language generated by a splicing system,which
formalises these considerations. We then show that with this deﬁnition, ﬁnite extended H systems are computationally
complete. Afterwards, we consider a weakened version of non-reﬂexively evolving splicing systems, introducing the
concept of delay. H systems with delay are shown to be strictly more powerful than normal H systems.
2. Basic deﬁnitions and notation
We assume knowledge of the basics of formal language theory, as can be found in [8]. A splicing rule over V is a
string u1#u2$u3#u4, with u1, u2, u3, u4 ∈ V ∗, and $, # special symbols not in V .
For a splicing rule r = u1#u2$u3#u4 and x, y,w, z ∈ V ∗, we write
(x, y) r (w, z) iff x = x1u1u2x2,
y = y1u3u4y2,
z = x1u1u4y2,
w = y1u3u2x2,
for some x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ V ∗.
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A splicing scheme is a pair (V ,R), where V is an alphabet and R ⊆ V ∗#V ∗$V ∗#V ∗ a set of splicing rules. For a
splicing scheme h = (V ,R) and a language L over V we deﬁne
h(L) = {w,w′ ∈ V ∗ | (w1, w2) r (w,w′) for some w1, w2 ∈ L and some
rule r ∈ R}
Given a splicing scheme h and an initial language L, the splicing language ∗h(L) is deﬁned as follows:
0h(L) = L,
i+1h (L) = ih(L) ∪ h(ih(L)), i0,
∗h(L) =
⋃
i0
ih(L).
When the splicing scheme is clear, we omit the subscript.
A splicing system or H system is a construct
H = (V ,A,R),
where V is an alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is the initial language, and R is a set of splicing rules over V . The generated language
is deﬁned as L(H) = ∗(A).
An extended H system is a construct
 = (V , T ,A,R),
where V is an alphabet, T ⊆ V is a terminal alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is the initial language, and R is a set of splicing rules
over V . The language generated by  is deﬁned as
L() = ∗(L) ∩ T ∗.
For H systems with a ﬁnite set of rules and a ﬁnite initial language, i.e. A and R are both ﬁnite sets, it is shown in [12]
that they generate only regular languages.
In addition, we also use the following type of splicing systems.
A time-varying distributed H system (of degree n) is a construct:
D = (V , T ,A,R1, R2, . . . , Rn),
where V is an alphabet, T ⊆ V is a terminal alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is a ﬁnite set of axioms, and components Ri are ﬁnite
sets of splicing rules over V , 1 in.
At each moment k = n · j + i, for j0, 1 in, only the component Ri is used for splicing the currently available
strings. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne
L0 = A,
Lk+1 = hi (Lk) for i ≡ k(mod n), k0, 1 in, hi = (V ,Ri).
Therefore, from step k to the next step, k + 1, one passes only the result of splicing the strings in Lk according to the
rules in Ri . The strings in Lk that cannot enter a splicing rule are removed.
The language generated by D is, by deﬁnition
L(D) =
( ⋃
k0
Lk
)
∩ T ∗.
In [9], it is shown that time-varying distributedH systemsof degree 1 can generate all recursively enumerable languages.
Finally, we use the abbreviations REG, CF, CS and RE for the families in the Chomsky hierarchy.
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3. A non-reﬂexively evolving splicing language
The deﬁnition of the language L() generated by a splicing system  given in the previous section is a reﬂexive
deﬁnition. For any application of a splicing rule (x, y)  (z, w), all four strings will be in the splicing language. So
whether the splicing scheme is reﬂexive or not, all strings are preserved reﬂexive. Since we do not impose reﬂexivity
on the splicing scheme and we know non-reﬂexive splicing operations are possible, we will look to deﬁne the splicing
language in such a way that the language evolves in a reﬂexive way if and only if the underlying H scheme is reﬂexive.
First, we need a different deﬁnition of a splicing step, which we denote by .
Deﬁnition 1. For a splicing scheme h = (V ,R) and an initial language L, we deﬁne
h(L) = {w,w′ ∈ V ∗ | (w1, w2) r (w,w′) for some w1, w2 ∈ L and some rule r ∈ R} ∪ {w ∈ L | there is no x ∈ L
r ∈ R such that (w, x) r (y, z) for some y, z ∈ V ∗}.
The difference with h(L) is that h(L) not only contains all strings created by applying splicing rules, but also all
strings that did not enter any splicing rule. In a way, h(L) describes the contents of the test tube after splicing. This
new deﬁnition is necessary because in our deﬁnition, splicing not only may create new strings but can also cause strings
to disappear from the language, hence the need to keep track of all strings.
Now we can deﬁne iterated non-reﬂexively evolving splicing as follows.
Deﬁnition 2. Given a splicing scheme h = (V ,R) and an initial language L, we deﬁne
0h(L) = L,
i+1h (L) = h(ih(L)), i0.
As before, we omit the subscript when the splicing scheme is clear. To deﬁne the language generated by such a
splicing system, we need to consider three classes of strings that are involved in derivations of the language. Any string
w in i (L) for some i belongs to one of the following classes:
• Transient strings: there exists k such that for all nk, w /∈ n(L).
• Eventually stable (or stable) strings: there exists k such that for all nk, w ∈ n(L).
• Recurrent strings: for every k there exists nk, such that w ∈ n(L).
In addition, we use the term inert to denote strings that can never enter any splicing rule. It should be noted that inert
is not synonymous with eventually stable. A string can be eventually stable and not inert by disappearing and being
recreated at every step.
We observe that every eventually stable string is also a recurrent string. Transient strings will not be part of the
language, for the reasons outlined above. Then we have the choice to consider only the eventually stable strings, or all
recurrent strings. We will see below that in the general case, it is undecidable if a given string is recurrent. Thus, if we
choose to include all recurrent strings in the generated language, membership can be undecidable. On the other hand, if
we want our language to be the formal counterpart of the set of molecules that are present at the end of the computation
and assume with [2] that at least one copy of recurrent molecules is present at all times, then they should be part of the
language. We feel that this deﬁnition is best justiﬁed, so we will deﬁne the non-reﬂexively evolving splicing language,
denoted by ∞(L), as
∞(L) =
∞⋂
k=0
{w | ∃nk such that w ∈ n(L)}.
If we consider only the eventually stable strings, we will denote the language as ∞st (L) and deﬁne it as
∞st (L) =
∞⋃
k=0
{w | ∀nk, w ∈ n(L)}.
Observe that ∞st (L) ⊆ ∞(L). It is easily veriﬁed that for a reﬂexive splicing scheme, both deﬁnitions yield exactly
the same language as the usual deﬁnition.
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The following example shows how this way of deﬁning the splicing language adds a dynamic aspect to the derivations
of a splicing systems.
Example 3. Let us consider the language L = {ac, cd, canb, be, ce} for some n1 as well as the rules
b#e$b#e, c#e$c#e, (1)
b#e$ca#z, c#e$b#z, z ∈ {a, b}, (2)
a#c$c#b, (3)
a#c$c#d. (4)
By the rules of (2) we go from canb to ban−1b to can−1b etc., and eventually to cb. The reﬂexive rules of (1) ensure
that the strings be and ce needed for the application of (2) are always present. Rule (4) converts ac and cd into ad and
cc, causing the strings ac and cd to disappear. This means that by the time cb is produced, rule (3) cannot be applied,
since all ac are already lost. In the traditional deﬁnition of the splicing language, rule (3) will still be applied. So
the non-reﬂexively evolving language ∞(L) is {be, ce, cb, ad, cc, cae}, whereas the normal splicing language ∞(L)
would in addition contain ab, created by rule (3), as well as all original and intermediate strings.
Finally, we will deﬁne non-reﬂexively evolving or in short NRE H systems. These are deﬁned just as the H systems
of Section 2, but using the non-reﬂexively evolving deﬁnition of the splicing language. So for an NRE system H =
(V ,A,R), the generated language is L(H) = ∞(A). Note that a given H system can be interpreted as an non-
reﬂexively evolving or a usual H system. In what follows, we only consider NRE splicing systems, unless explicitly
mentioned otherwise.
At this point, it may be instructive to compare our systems with other systems which can eliminate strings in the
derivation. First of all, time-varying H systems of degree 1 as deﬁned in Section 2, as well as the systems considered
in [3] keep only the newly created strings and eliminate all present strings at every step. So essentially in these systems
(deﬁnition from [3]):
i+1h (L) = h(ih(L)).
Compared to NRE H systems, these systems have an extra elimination feature, eliminating all strings not entering a
rule. This extra feature is in fact a powerful tool, that is essential in the completeness proof of [10]. There is no obvious
way to simulate this behaviour using NRE H systems. Moreover, the language is deﬁned differently, as the union of
all strings of all steps.
Then, there is some similarity between our deﬁnition and a type of splicing membrane systems considered by Verlan
and Margenstern [15], speciﬁcally of the type 2b. These splicing membrane systems have only one membrane where
strings evolve according to splicing rules enhanced with target indicators. When the target is here, the result of applying
the rule remains inside the membrane, if it is out it will be sent out of the membrane. The language generated is the
union of all strings sent out of the membrane. The reader is referred to [15] for details. In the mentioned type 2b, if a
string is sent out, it will disappear from the membrane unless some other rule generates it. This is slightly reminiscent
of what happens in our deﬁnition.
However, the systems are in fact very different. First of all, the way the words are collected to yield the language
is completely different. In the membrane system, the disappearing strings make up the language, in our case they are
excluded from it. Moreover, the membrane systems allow the free and independent use of out-rules and here-rules,
whereas in NRE H systems strings only disappear when used to produce other strings. These features of this type of
membrane systems make it relatively easy to simulate time-varying H systems of degree 1 (thus showing universality),
but the differences pointed out here make the techniques and results inapplicable to our systems. While the difference
in language deﬁnition could be circumvented by using a terminal alphabet in the same way as we will see in Theorem
7, the crucial difference is that in our systems we do not have at our disposal the possibility to eliminate strings without
further consequences.
In the following section we examine the computational power of NRE H systems.
4. Computational power
We expect the NRE splicing systems to be more powerful than normal splicing systems, because of the strict
separation between successive derivation steps. As an example, consider the following NRE H system.
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Example 4.
H = (V ,A,R), where
V = {a, b,X, Y, Y ′, Z,Z′},
A = {aY,Zb, XaY ′, Z′bX},
R = {a#Y$X#aY ′, a#Y ′$X#Y , (1)
Z#b$Z′b#X, Z′#b$Z#X, (2)
a#Y$Z#b, (3)
#$#, ∀ ∈ {XaY ′, Z′bX} }. (4)
The rules of (1) rewrite a string of the form anY for some n1 into an+1Y , using axiomXaY ′ and with as intermediate
strings an+1Y ′ and XY . Similarly, the rules of (2) add a b to strings of the form Zbn. The reﬂexive rules of (4) ensure
that the necessary axioms are always present. Since in both cases one symbol is added in two steps, the strings anY
and Zbn grow in a synchronised way. These strings are not part of the language, because they will always be rewritten.
If, however, we apply rule (3) we obtain a string of the form anbn which is stable and will be in the language, along
with part of the axioms and some additional stable strings created in the process. Thus the system generates a language
of the form {anbn | n1} ∪ L, where each string of L contains some symbol X, Y, Y ′, Z,Z′. Such a language is not
regular.
Before addressing directly the computational power of NRE splicing systems, we ﬁrst investigate their relation to
time-varying H systems.
Lemma 5. Let h = (V ,R) be a splicing scheme, and T a terminal alphabet. We deﬁne the time-varying H system
D = (V ,A,R) of degree 1 and the NRE H system  = (h,A). Then L() ∩ T ∗ = L(D) if:
(1) Strings in T ∗ cannot enter any rule r ∈ R;
(2) All strings generated in some step k either enter a splicing rule in step k + 1 or can never enter a splicing rule.
Proof. First observe that L0 = 0(A) = A. Now by deﬁnition, L1 contains all strings resulting from an application
of some splicing rule in R. Also by deﬁnition, 1(A) contains all these strings as well as all strings that do not enter a
splicing rule. So, L1 ⊆ 1(A) and by induction, Li ⊆ i (A). Moreover, by condition 1, i−1(A) ∩ T ∗ ⊆ i (A) ∩ T ∗.
Together, this gives (
⋃i
k=0 Lk) ∩ T ∗ ⊆ i (A) ∩ T ∗ and with i going to inﬁnity, L(D) ⊆ L() ∩ T ∗.
For the converse inclusion, consider some string w ∈ Li − i (A). By conditions 1 and 2, any string in Li − i (A)
will never contribute to any new string in i+1(A). Thus, any string in i+1(A) − i (A) is also in Li+1. If w is in T ∗,
there is some j i such that w ∈ Lj and w ∈ L(D). If w /∈ T ∗, it will not be in L() ∩ T ∗ nor in L(D). 
This result suggests that it may be interesting to deﬁne an extended NRE H system. The deﬁnition is the same as
for a normal extended H system, but with the non-reﬂexively evolving deﬁnition of the language.
Deﬁnition 6. An extended non-reﬂexively evolving (NRE ) H system is a construct
 = (V , T ,A,R),
where V is the alphabet, T ⊆ V is a terminal alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is a ﬁnite set of axioms, and R is a ﬁnite set of splicing
rules. The language generated by  is deﬁned as
L() = ∞(A) ∩ T ∗.
Theorem 7. Extended non-reﬂexively evolving H systems generate all recursively enumerable languages.
Proof. In [9] it is shown that time-varying H systems of degree 1 are computationally complete. It sufﬁces to show
that the construction in [9] satisﬁes the two conditions stated in Lemma 5. Instead of proving this, we prefer to give a
direct construction for NRE H systems. On the one hand for the sake of completeness, on the other hand because we
feel this is more instructive about the way these systems work, since they differ in a signiﬁcant way from time-varying
H systems.
Given a recursively enumerable language M on an alphabet , we can consider the words of the language as natural
numbers expressed in basis ||, obtaining a recursively enumerable set of natural numbersN . For such a set there exists
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a total recursive function f such that N = {f (n) | n ∈ N−{0}}. Moreover there exists a Turing machine halting on
each input that for each n converts an initial conﬁguration qi01n into a ﬁnal conﬁguration qf 01f (n). From this Turing
machine, it is straightforward to construct a Turing machine T that converts qi01n into qf 0〈f (n)〉, where 〈f (n)〉
denotes the expression of f (n) in basis || over alphabet . Now, to generate a language rather than a single string,
we will simulate a deterministic Turing machine T ′ which computes 01n+1qf 0〈f (n)〉 from qi01n. Then the splicing
system will split this into a generated word 〈f (n)〉 and a new starting conﬁguration qi01n+1.
Let T ′ be such a Turing machine, with input alphabet {0, 1}, tape alphabet , state set Q, initial state qi , ﬁnal state
qf , blank symbol B and transition function , where (a, x, y,b,D) ∈  means that reading symbol x in state a, the
head can move in direction D, changing the state to b and rewriting x by y.
Now we deﬁne the extended NRE H system  = (V ,, A,R), where
V =  ∪ V ′,
V ′ = {X, Y, Y ′, tqf , tr1 , tr2 , tl1 , tl2 , R,L, P,Z,→,←} ∪ Q,
A = {Xqi01Y,Za0Y,LybY,LybzR, LybzyR,RP → tqf , tr1p → tr2 , Z ← p, tl1 ← qtl2 , Y ′,← Y,Xqi0Z}
for all a ∈ Q − {qf }, b ∈ Q, y, z ∈ , p ∈  and q ∈  ∪ {1}.
We assume without loss of generality that  and V ′ are disjoint.
R contains the following splicing rules. In what follows we will denote by a any state in Q − {qf }, by b any state
in Q. Moreover, s ∈  ∪ {X}, e ∈  ∪ {Y } and z ∈ .
Simulate moves:
Right end of the tape
(1.1): st#aY$Z#aBY t ∈ 
Right move
(2.1): s#axze$L#ybzR if (a, x, y,b, R) ∈ 
(2.1′): s#axY$L#ybY if (a, x, y,b, R) ∈ 
(2.2): sybz#R$Laxz#e if (a, x, y,b, R) ∈ 
Left move
(3.1): s#zaxpe$L#bzyR if (a, x, y,b, L) ∈ , p ∈ 
(3.1′): s#zaxY$L#bzyR if (a, x, y,b, L) ∈ 
(3.2): sbzy#R$Lzax#e if (a, x, y,b, L) ∈ 
Retrieve result and resume computation:
Right signal
(4.1): 1#qf 0p$R#P → tqf p ∈ 
(4.2): 1P → #tqf $Rqf 0#
(4.3): y# → p$tr1#p → tr2 y ∈  ∪ {P }, p ∈ 
(4.4): yp → #tr2$tr1 → p# y ∈  ∪ {P }, p ∈ 
Left signal
(5.1): y#q → Y$Z# ← q y ∈  ∪ {P }, q ∈  ∪ {1}
(5.2): q ← #p$tl1 ← q#tl2 p ∈  ∪ {Y }, q ∈  ∪ {1}
(5.3): #q ← tl2$tl1# ← qp p ∈  ∪ {Y }, q ∈  ∪ {1}
Result
(6.1): P ← #p$#Y ′ p ∈ 
(6.2): 1#P ← Y ′$# ← Y
(6.3): X0 ← #1$Xqi0#Z
Axioms reproduction
(7.1): #$#  ∈ A − {Xqi01Y }
The simulation:Wewill usew,w1 andw2 to denote strings fromV ∗. In our simulation, if we have the stringXwY , this
means the current conﬁguration of the T ′ isw. Assume the current word isXw1szaxpw2Y . Then, if (a, x, y,b, L) ∈ ,
the word corresponding to the next conﬁguration is Xw1sbzypw2Y . We get this result by applying rules of types 3.1
(or 3.1′) and 3.2. The rule of type 3.1 gives Xw1sbzyR and Lzaxpw2Y . These strings enter rule 3.2 in the next step,
yielding the representation of the new conﬁguration and LzaxR, which is an axiom and will enter a rule of type 7.1 in
the next step.
For a right move, i.e., (a, x, y,b, R) ∈ , rules of types 2.1(2.1′) and 2.2 will take us from Xw1axpw2Y to
Xw1ybpw2Y , through Xw1ybpR and Laxpw2Y . Moreover, at the right end of the tape we may have to use a rule
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of type 1.1 ﬁrst. Thus the simulation of a move of M involves the following strings: Xw1bw2Y (1.1, 2.1′, 2.2, 3.2),
Xw1sbzyR and Lzaxpw2Y (2.1), Xw1sbzyR (3.1, 3.1′), Lzaxpw2Y (3.1), LaxzR (2.2) and LzaxR (3.2), which will
enter a splicing rule in the next step, and ZaY (1.1) and LaxY (2.1′), which will never enter any rule, nor be part of
the language. Observe that every string representing a new conﬁguration will enter a splicing rule. Since we compute
a total recursive function, there is either a new move available or we are in a ﬁnal state, in which case rule 4.1 applies.
The second set of splicing rules transforms a word of the form X01n+1qf 0〈f (n)〉Y into the result 〈f (n)〉 and the
word corresponding to the new starting conﬁguration Xqi01n+1Y . First rule 4.1 is applied, yielding X01n+1P → tqf
and Rqf 0〈f (n)〉Y . Both enter rule 4.2 to giveX01n+1P → 〈f (n)〉 and the inert string Rqf 0tqf . Using rules of types
4.3 and 4.4 the arrow moves through the word over . The strings resulting from applying a rule of type 4.3 enter a rule
of 4.4, which in turn yields a string that enters a rule of 4.3 and an inert string tr1 → ptr2 . When the end of 〈f (n)〉 is
reached, a rule of type 5.1 applies to X01n+1Pwp → Y , where we represent 〈f (n)〉 as wp, w ∈ ∗, p ∈ , giving
Zp → Y , which cannot enter any rule, and X01n+1Pw ← p. From this form, alternating rules of types 5.2 and 5.3
moves the arrow back to the left, creating in addition inert strings of the form tl1p ← tl2 . When reaching the word
X01n+1P ← 〈f (n)〉, rule 6.1 applies to give X01n+1P ← Y ′ and 〈f (n)〉, which is an inert terminal string and will
be part of the language. X01n+1P ← Y ′ is converted to X01n+1 ← Y by rule 6.2, then to X0 ← 1n+1Y by the rules
of 5.2 and 5.3 and ﬁnally to the string representing the new initial conﬁguration Xqi01n+1Y by 6.3. In the process, the
inert strings P ← Y ′ (6.2), tl11 ← tl2 (5.3), and X0 ← Z (6.3) are also created.
This covers all the cases and shows that  correctly simulates T ′. 
Corollary 8. For an NRE system  and a string w the following properties are undecidable:
• w is eventually stable in ;
• w is recurrent in .
Proof. Note that in our construction we made sure that all strings over the terminal alphabet are inert, so that all
strings in the language will be eventually stable. This means both properties follow directly from the undecidability of
membership in recursively enumerable languages. 
5. Non-reﬂexively evolving H systems with delay
One important feature of NRE H systems is the strict separation of derivation steps. The computational power of
extended NRE H systems stems from this strict separation. It is, however, not very realistic from a biochemical point of
view. Not all molecules are converted simultaneously and homogeneously throughout the solution. At the same time,
the usual reﬂexive deﬁnition is equally unrealistic, since it disregards all dynamic aspects of chemical reactions and
allows for recombinations of strings present at different moments. A way to capture these considerations is the notion
of delay. The delay expresses the number of successive steps whose results can interact. The NRE H systems discussed
in the previous have delay 0, normal splicing systems have inﬁnite delay. Formally, we deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 9. A Non-reﬂexively evolving H system of delay d is a construct
 = (V ,A,R),
where V is the alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is a ﬁnite set of axioms, and R is a ﬁnite set of splicing rules. We deﬁne
−i (L) = ∅, i1
0(L) = L,
i+1(L) = (i (L) ∪ (i−1(L) ∪ · · · ∪ (i−d)(L))), i0.
The language generated by  is
Ld() = ∞(A),
where ∞(A) is deﬁned as in Section 3.
As an example, let us consider the following NRE H system.
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Example 10.
 = (V ,A,R), where
V = {a, b, c},
A = {aabb, bbaa, bbc, cbb},
R = {aa#bb$bb#aa, (1)
aa#aa$bb#bb, (2)
aaa#a$bb#c, (3)
bb#c$c#bb, (4)
c#c$bb#bb}. (5)
Interpreted as an NRE system of delay 0, rule (3) is never applied. Indeed, using (1) and (2), we go back and forth
between {aabb, bbaa} and {aaaa, bbbb}. With (4) and (5), we move between {bbc, cbb} and {cc, bbbb}. Rule (3) is
never applied because aaaa and bbc are never present at the same time. As a system of delay 1, rule (3) will be applied,
and inert strings aaac and bba will be in the language.
It is a matter of biochemistry, which delay should be considered for a given splicing system. But in any case NRE H
systems with delay 1 raise a number of interesting research questions, some of which we address here. Speciﬁcally,
we will investigate their computational power.
At ﬁrst sight, one might think that systems with ﬁnite delay can simulate systems of delay 0 using techniques used
in [10,14]. These consist in making the axioms go through a cycle to make sure that a given axiom is only present in
a usable form at every nth step (for a cycle of length n). However, such a technique does not work here. Suppose, we
have a system of delay 1 and the axioms go through a cycle of some n4 steps. Let us consider the evolution of one
such axiom, referring to its n forms as axiom 1 to axiom n. At the ﬁrst step we have axiom 1. At the second step we
have axiom 2 and by the delay also axiom 1. At step 3, we have axiom 3 and axiom 2 formed from axiom 1. By the
delay, axiom 2 will still be there at step 4, along with axiom 3 and axiom 4. In general, if the creation of a string takes
n rule applications, with delay d this can take at most (d + 1)n steps. At all steps between n and (d + 1)n the string
will be present (since we can take the ‘quick’ or ‘slow’ path at every step). So, after (d + 1)n steps, all forms of the
axioms are present, which means that from this point on, we cannot use the axioms to control which rules we apply.
Theorem 11. For all d0, the family of languages generated by non-reﬂexively evolving H systems of delay d contains
non-context-free languages.
Proof. For d = 0, this follows directly from Theorem 7. For d1, we devise an NRE system that simultaneously
extends substrings of a’s, b’s and c’s and ﬁnally generates strings in a+b+c+ of the form aibj ck . For all systems of
some ﬁnite delay d, the values of j and k are bounded by a term containing i, thus yielding a non-context-free language.
Speciﬁcally, consider the NRE H system  = (V ,A,R) where V = {a, b, c,X, Y, Z}, R = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3,
A = {aaX,BbbY ,Ccc,ZaX,BbZ,CcZ},
and
R1 = {aa#X$Z#aX,Bb#Z$B#bb,Cc#Z$C#cc},
R2 = {aa#X$C#cc, a#ac$B#bb, b#bbY$Bac#c},
R3 = {#$# |  ∈ {ZaX,BbZ,CcZ}}.
It is easy to note that strings of the form aiX, Bbj Y and Cck , i, j, k2 are expanded simultaneously by rules from R1.
The reﬂexive rules of R3 ensure that the auxiliary strings ZaX, BbZ and CcZ are always present.
Claim.
(i) If aiX ∈ s(A), then 2 + [s/(d + 1)] is + 2.
(ii) If Bbj Y ∈ s(A), then 2 + [s/(d + 1)]js + 2.
(iii) If Cck ∈ s(A), then 2 + [s/(d + 1)]ks + 2.
Here [x] denotes the integer part of the rational x, that is the largest integer smaller than or equal to x.
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Proof of the Claim. We give a reasoning based on induction on s for the ﬁrst item only. Let aiX ∈ s(A); if s =
0, then 2 + [s/(d + 1)] is + 2 is immediately satisﬁed. Let aiX ∈ s+1(A) = (s(A) ∪ s−1(A) ∪ · · · ∪
s−d(A)). It follows that ai−1X ∈ m(A) for some s − dms and (ai−1X,ZaX)  (aiX,ZX). By the induction
hypothesis,
2 +
[
s − d
d + 1
]
2 +
[
m
d + 1
]
 i − 1m + 2s + 2
holds. Since [(s + 1)/(d + 1)][(s − d)/(d + 1)]+1, it follows that 2+[(s + 1)/(d + 1)] is+3which concludes
the proof of the claim.
In order to get a string in a+b+c+ we must ﬁrst apply the rule aa#X$C#cc to the pair (aiX,Cck) for some i, k. Thus
we get the string aick . Some remarks are necessary at this point.
• i, k2 and by the above claim, |i − k|s − [s/(d + 1)] holds for any s0.
• If the strings aick and atcq coexist at some step, then they coexist together with aicq and atck .
• The earliest step in which aick is obtained is max(i, k) − 1.
• The latest step in which aick is effectively obtained is min(i, k)d − 2. Note that aick will be still available for
splicing d steps more.
One needs two more steps in which rules from R2 are applied. In the ﬁrst step we apply the rule a#ac$B#bb to the
pair (aick,Bbj Y ) for some i, j, k satisfying the following conditions:
(i) i, k2 and |i − k|s − [s/(d + 1)] for some s0.
(ii) 2 + [(max(i, k) − 1)/(d + 1)]jd(min(i, k) + 1). This relation is obtained by substituting the earliest and
latest step in which aick and Bbj Y can coexist into the above claim.
The above splicing step results in (ai−1bjY,Back). Finally,we apply the ruleb#bbY$Bac#c to the pair (ai−1bjY,Bacq),
where ai−1bjY was obtained at the previous step. By this last splicing step we get ai−1bj−1cq−1. Note that it is not
obligatory that q = k.
Consequently, if ai−1bj−1ck−1 ∈ L() ∩ a+b+c+, then the following conditions are fulﬁlled:
(I) i2.
(II) 2 + [(i − 1)/(d + 1)]jd(i + 1). This follows from the previous considerations.
(III) 2 + [(i − 3)/(d + 1)]kd(i + 2) − 1. This last relation follows from two facts. On the one hand, the word
ai−1bjY disappears after at most d(i+2) steps, therefore the word Cck that contributes in getting ai−1bj−1ck−1
must be obtained in the (d(i+2)−3)th step the latest. On the other hand, the same word Cck cannot be available
earlier than the (i − 3)th step.
The languageL()∩a+b+c+ is not context-free as can be shown by applying the pumping lemma to the string aqbqcq
with a sufﬁciently large q. Given the closure of context-free languages under intersection with regular sets, L() is
non-context-free as well. 
A logical next question is whether NRE H systems with delay include the regular languages. Here we show this for
extended systems.
Theorem 12. The family of languages generated by extended non-reﬂexively evolving H systems with delay properly
includes the regular languages for any delay d0.
Proof. Let G = (V , T , P, S) be a right linear grammar. Now we can deﬁne the extended NRE H system  =
(V ∪ {X}, T ,A,R) that generates L(G), where
A = {S} ∪ {X	 | B → 	 ∈ P,B ∈ V },
R = {#B$X#	 | B → 	 ∈ P,B ∈ V } ∪ {X#	$X# | B → 	 ∈ P,B ∈ V }.
All strings without an X represent a sentential form of G. It is easily seen that  generates all and nothing but the
sentential forms of G. Thus, all terminal strings of G are stable strings in  and L() = L(G). Since the only
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strings that intervene in the rewriting of a string representing a sentential form are the axioms, which are present at
every step, and the string itself, this is true for any delay d0. The strictness of the inclusion follows from
Theorem 11. 
An interesting question raised by NRE H systems with delay is whether there exists some kind of hierarchy such
that the set of languages generated by systems of some delay d strictly includes those generated by systems of delay
d + 1. As a partial result, we have the following.
Theorem 13. For any delay d1, the family of languages generated by ﬁnite extended non-reﬂexively evolving H
systems with delay d includes those generated by such systems of delay 2d.
Proof. Given anNREsystemofdelay2d  = (V , T ,A,R)weconstruct anNREsystemofdelayd ′ = (V ′, T ,A′, R′),
where
V ′ = V ∪ {Li, Ri, L′i , R′i | for all ri ∈ R},
A′ = A ∪ {LiRi, L′iR′i | for all ri ∈ R},
R′ = R ∪ {u#v$Li#Ri , y#z$L′i#R′i | for all ri = u#v$y#z ∈ R} (1)∪ {#Ri$L′i#, #R′i$Li# | for all ri ∈ R}, (2)
If in  some rule ri can be applied to w1w2 and w3w4, resulting in w1w4 and w3w2, by the delay these strings will be
available for 2d steps. In ′ w1w4 and w3w2 are also generated, but in addition also w1Ri , Liw2, w3R′i and L′iw4 by
the rules of (1). These strings will be available for d steps in ′ and will generate w1w4 and w3w2 at the d next steps,
using rule (2). By the delay d of ′, the strings generated at the last of these steps, will survive for another d steps. So
in total, the resulting strings w1w4 and w3w2 are available at all 2d steps after its creation, just as in . It is easily seen
that the additional rules have no other effect in the derivation and that they do not create any new terminal strings, so
L() = L(′). 
In fact, we can easily extend this technique to simulate all systems of delay k · d with a system of delay d, adding
more intermediate steps (and ensuring that the ﬁnal result of the rule can be obtained from all intermediate strings).
We do not go into details here.
So, there exists some hierarchy in systems with delay. But it is interesting to observe that slowing down the derivation
in the smallest possible way, that is adding just one step in the derivation process, we increase the delay by d. This
points to the difﬁculty of simulating systems of delay d + 1 and in fact we conjecture incomparability results between
systems with delay greater than d , but not equal to k · d.
Finally let us look at NRE H systems of inﬁnite delay. We have already observed that traditional H systems have
inﬁnite delay. However, the two deﬁnitions do not coincide completely, that is, for a given H system its normal splicing
language and its non-reﬂexively evolving language when interpreted as a system of inﬁnite delay are not necessarily
the same. Nevertheless, we can state the following.
Theorem 14. The family of languages generated by ﬁnite extended non-reﬂexively evolving H systems with inﬁnite
delay is included in the family of regular languages.
Proof. First observe that there is little difference between the language of an NRE system of inﬁnite delay and
the traditional splicing language of the same system. Because of the inﬁnite delay, if a rule can be applied at
some step s1, it can be applied in all subsequent steps. So all strings created at some point are in the language,
just as in the traditional splicing language. Moreover, exactly the same strings are available for rule application
in both cases. The only difference concerns strings in the initial language. If at some step a rule can be applied
to a string in the initial language, it may disappear at this step. Now, because of the delay, it will disappear in
all subsequent steps (unless it is created in some other way) and not be in the ﬁnal non-reﬂexively evolving lan-
guage. So, the language generated by the system equals the traditional splicing language minus a subset of the initial
language. Since both of these are regular and regular languages are closed under difference, this language is also
regular. 
In Table 1 we summarise our results on the computational power of extended ﬁnite NRE H systems with delay.
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Table 1
Extended NRE H systems with delay
Delay Computational power
0 RE
Finite, 1 ⊃ REG, contains non-CF delay d ⊇ delay k · d, k1
Inﬁnite ⊆ REG
One observation we can make concerns the surprising jump in power between systems with a ﬁnite but arbitrarily
large delay, and those with inﬁnite delay. The ﬁrst can generate non-context-free languages whereas the second do not
get beyond regular power.
6. Conclusions and further research
In this paper, we introduced an alternative deﬁnition of the language generated by a splicing system. Our deﬁnition
is in fact a generalisation of the usual deﬁnition, motivated by biochemical reality. We have shown that using this
deﬁnition, all RE languages can be characterised by ﬁnite extended H systems. We also introduced the concept of
delay, and showed that for any ﬁnite delay d0 NRE H systems of delay d can generate non-context-free languages.
We believe that the notion of delay not only gives rise to interesting mathematical questions, but that it can also be a
meaningful concept in describing and investigating the ‘robustness’ of a formal system with respect to the more fuzzy
conditions likely to occur in actual molecular computations.
Since this is a new line of research, many research questions can be formulated. An obvious question raised by this
paper is to give a more precise characterisation of NRE systems with ﬁnite delay d1. We have seen that they can
generate non-context-free languages, but can they generate all context-free languages? We conjecture that they cannot.
We have shown in Theorem 11 how these systems can achieve some coordination between simultaneous derivations,
but it seems difﬁcult to get the precise coordination needed to generate a language like {anbn | n1}. Indeed, with a
ﬁnite set of rules it seems that one cannot distinguish between strings containing for instance ai and aj for sufﬁciently
large and distinct i and j , and with a delay d1 there seems to be no way to avoid the simultaneous presence of strings
involved in the derivation of aibi and ajbj . A counterexample like this might also help in showing the strictness of the
hierarchy result of Theorem 13 and possibly the incomparability between systems of delay d and d + 1, d1. Further
open questions include determining the power of non-extended NRE systems.
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